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Executive Summary

I

n June 2014, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) will propose a set of carbon pollution guidelines
for the nation’s aging fleet of power plants pursuant to Section 111(d) of the Clean Air Act. Power plants
are the largest source of greenhouse gas emissions in the United States, and EPA’s forthcoming rule is the
centerpiece of the Obama Administration’s second-term effort to address climate change through executive
action. With the details of EPA’s plan still under wraps, a wide variety of stakeholders—ranging from
environmental nonprofits to industry coalitions to state government officials—have recently weighed in with
policy design recommendations for the agency. This policy brief surveys those proposals and identifies points
of consensus and contention regarding the appropriate form and stringency of the power plant guidelines, as
well as the degree of flexibility that should be afforded states in complying with them. The brief also summarizes
Policy Integrity’s own positions on these issues.
With respect to compliance flexibility, we find broad agreement that market-based mechanisms like emission
trading and averaging should be a permissible means of satisfying the guidelines. We also find widespread
support for crediting investments in renewable energy and energy efficiency. Stakeholders disagree, however,
as to whether EPA may consider such “outside the fence line” or “system-based” abatement techniques when
determining the appropriate stringency of its emission guidelines. Some maintain that EPA may only mandate a
level of reduction that is achievable through technological updates “inside the fence line” of an individual plant
(a.k.a. a “source-based” guideline). For our part, Policy Integrity has long maintained, first, that market-based
trading programs constitute a “system of emission reduction” within the meaning of the Clean Air Act and,
second, that the availability of such cost-reducing mechanisms justifies more stringent emission guidelines.
As for the form of the standards, a majority of the surveyed proposals support the idea of allowing states to
adopt mass-based “emission budgets” (caps on aggregate carbon emissions) in lieu of rate-based performance
standards (limits on emissions per megawatt-hour generated). Proposals differ, however, as to whether massbased limits should be the default option for states—that is, whether EPA’s emission guidelines should be
expressed in terms of mass. Some prominent stakeholders recommend that EPA issue rate-based guidelines
and require states proposing mass-based implementation plans to demonstrate that they can achieve equivalent
results. Because a mass-based standard is more efficient and easier to administer than a rate-based standard,
Policy Integrity recommends reversing that presumption. EPA’s guidelines should be mass-based, and states
that choose to adopt rate-based implementation schemes should bear the burden of demonstrating equivalency.
Finally, we note that only a handful of the proposals specify a preferred level of emission reduction, and none
claims to have identified an optimal level of reduction. In keeping with the Clean Air Act’s instruction to take
cost into account when establishing standards of performance, Policy Integrity recommends that EPA use costbenefit analysis to identify a level of guideline stringency that will maximize the net benefits of its regulation.
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Introduction

L

ast summer, President Obama unveiled a “Climate Action Plan” outlining a suite of executive actions designed
to reduce greenhouse gas pollution in the United States.1 More specifically, the Plan seeks to cut emissions to
17% below 2005 levels by 2020, fulfilling a pledge the President first made at the United Nations’ Copenhagen
Summit in 2009.2 The Plan’s most ambitious component, by far, is a directive to regulate carbon emissions from
power plants under the Clean Air Act.3

Power plants produce just under a third of the United States’ greenhouse gas emissions, and using the Clean Air Act
to regulate their carbon output is hardly a new idea.4 Years before the President’s announcement, EPA committed to
constraining plant emissions as part of a litigation settlement agreement with a group of states, municipalities, and
environmental organizations.5 By June 2013, however, the deadlines specified in the settlement had come and gone,6
and the President’s Plan provided a fresh sense of urgency to EPA’s regulatory efforts. The President instructed EPA
to release a proposed rule for new power plants by September 2013 and to finalize that rule “in a timely fashion.”7 For
older plants, the President provided an even more detailed timeline: EPA is to propose a regulation by June 2014,
promulgate a final rule by June 2015, and collect state plans for implementing the rule by June 2016.8
EPA has already complied with the President’s first instruction: it proposed performance standards for new plants
last September.9 But those standards are unlikely to have much effect on emissions. The newest gas-fired generators
already meet EPA’s proposed standards, and historically low gas prices have effectively dissuaded the electricity
sector from constructing new coal-fired generators.10
Issuing standards for new (or modified) plants under Section 111(b) of the Clean Air Act, however, is a necessary
legal predicate to regulating existing plants under the infrequently invoked Section 111(d) of the Act.11 And it is at
those existing plants—many of which are several decades old12—that have the real pollution-reduction potential.

Section 111(d):
The Basics

S

ection 111 of the Clean Air Act empowers EPA to establish “standards of performance” for stationary
source categories that “contribute significantly to, air pollution which may reasonably be anticipated to
endanger public health or welfare.”13 Typically, EPA promulgates such standards only for new stationary
sources under Section 111(b). However, when the pollutant in question is neither a so-called “criteria” pollutant nor
an “air toxic,” EPA must work with states to establish additional standards for existing sources pursuant to Section
111(d) of the Act.14 Greenhouse gases like carbon dioxide fall into this narrow category of non-criteria, non-toxic
pollutants that are subject to Section 111(d) regulation.
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Emission standards, whether for new or existing sources, must reflect “the degree of emission limitation achievable
through the application of the best system of emission reduction which . . . the [EPA] Administrator determines
has been adequately demonstrated.”15 Accordingly, the 111(d) regulatory process begins with EPA issuing a set
of “emission guidelines” containing its findings regarding (1) the best system of emission reduction that has been
adequately demonstrated, (2) the degree of reduction achievable under such a system, and (3) the time necessary to
achieve that reduction.16 The regulatory baton is then passed to states to design individual implementation plans that
are consistent with EPA’s guidance.17 A state need not adopt the particular “system” of reduction identified by EPA in
its emission guidelines so long as the state’s own approach will achieve an equivalent or superior level of abatement.18
Finally, EPA reviews each state’s implementation plan to ensure its compliance with the guidelines.19 If a state fails to
submit a “satisfactory” plan, EPA may design and enforce a federal plan for the subject sources in that jurisdiction.20
EPA’s implementing regulations for Section 111(d) have been in place for decades without legal challenge,21 and,
while the section is not frequently invoked, the agency has used it to regulate existing sources such as municipal
landfills, aluminum plants, and fertilizer manufacturing plants.22

Applying Section 111(d) to Power Plants:
The Key Issues

I

n considering how EPA can most sensibly apply the Section 111(d) regulatory framework to carbon emissions
from power plants, two categories of questions arise. First, there are issues related to EPA’s establishment of
emission guidelines. These include:
The Form of the Guidelines: Should EPA’s emission guidelines take the form of mass-based caps (i.e.,
limits on the total amount of carbon a particular source, or an entire state, can emit) or rate-based
performance standards (i.e., limits on the amount of carbon a particular source can emit per megawatthour generated)?
The Proper Scope of a “System of Emission Reduction”: How should EPA define the “best system of
emission reduction” for existing power plants? Is the agency limited to considering technological changes
made inside the fence line of a particular plant? Or can it define the system more broadly to include
activities outside the fence line, such as emission trading between sources (which would result in greater
reliance on facilities that use lower-emitting fuels like natural gas), demand-side improvements in energy
efficiency, and the generation of electricity by non-emitting renewable sources like wind and solar?

The Reduction Target: What level of emission reduction should the program aim to generate? At what
cost?
Next, there are questions regarding compliance options, or the degree of flexibility that states should be afforded in
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designing plans to meet EPA’s emission guidelines. These include:
The Role of Emission Trading and/or Averaging: In a mass-based trading system, a state’s total emissions
are capped at a particular level and a corresponding number of permits or “emission allowances” are
distributed among regulated sources. Sources are then able to “trade” (i.e., buy and sell) permits with
each other. Plants able to reduce emissions at a relatively low cost can do so and sell their excess permits.
Conversely, plants with relatively high abatement costs are better off buying permits from others. In this
way, the market determines the most efficient allocation of emissions among regulated sources.
Similarly, in a rate-based trading or averaging system, a plant that emits at a rate below the applicable permegawatt hour performance standard can sell its extra pollution rights to a higher-emitting plant, or the
two plants can average their emission rates to demonstrate collective compliance.
Should states and/or individual sources be permitted to rely on such trading or averaging arrangements
to demonstrate compliance with EPA’s guidelines?
The Role of Renewable Electricity Generation: Renewable energy sources like wind turbines and solar
panels emit no greenhouse gases in the process of generating electricity. Should states and/or individual
sources receive some kind of compliance credit for increased use of renewables?
The Role of Demand-Side Energy Efficiency: Investments in demand-side energy efficiency, such as the
installation of more effective building insulation or the replacement of leaky windows, can reduce overall
emissions by cutting electricity demand. Should such programs contribute to states’ and/or individual
sources’ compliance with performance standards?
The Role of Carbon Offsets: Existing trading regimes, such as the Northeast’s Regional Greenhouse
Gas Initiative, allow regulated entities to meet a limited portion of their pollution reduction obligation
by purchasing “carbon offsets” for reductions achieved by sources outside the cap.23 Offset-generating
projects include efforts to sequester carbon through afforestation or to capture methane emitted by
landfills. Should offsets play a similar role in a Section 111(d) trading scheme?

The Stakeholder Proposals

T

he following chart summarizes 30 reports, white papers, presentations, and public letters to EPA that make
specific policy recommendations on the key issues identified above. It does not encompass documents that
simply explore EPA’s policy options without taking positions on their relative desirability.24 Nor does it
reflect the many publications that focus exclusively on the scope of EPA’s legal authority under Section 111 and do
not address questions of policy design.25
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EMISSION GUIDELINES

COMPLIANCE OPTIONS

Scope of
“Best System
of Emission
Reduction”:
Inside or Outside
Fence Line?

2020
Reduction
Target

Emission
Trading
or
Averaging

Renewable
Generation*

DemandSide
Energy
Efficiency*

Outside

Unspecified







Outside

27% below
2005 levels







Outside

Unspecified







Outside

21-31%
below 2012
levels







Outside

Unspecified







No Preference
(but allow massbased compliance)

Outside

Unspecified







Mass

Inside

Unspecified







Inside

Unspecified







Outside

Unspecified







No Preference

Inside

Unspecified







Rate
(but allow massbased compliance)

Inside

Unspecified







No Preference

Inside

Unspecified







Agency Administrators
& Public Utility
Commissioners of CA,
CO, CT, DE, IL, MA,
MD, ME, MN, NH, NY,
OR, RI, VT & WA38

No Preference
(but allow massbased compliance)

Outside

Unspecified







Arizona Department
of Environmental
Quality39

Neither
(EPA lacks
authority to
establishing
binding guidelines)

Leave decision
to states

Unspecified







Form of
Guideline:
Mass- or RateBased
Standard?

Center for Clean Air
Policy26
Clean Air Task Force27
Midwestern Power
Sector Collaborative28
Natural Resources
Defense Council29
Advanced Energy
Economy30
Alliance to Save Energy
& American Council
for an Energy-Efficient
Economy31
American Electric
Power32
Arizona Utilities
Group33
Great River Energy34
Missouri Utilities35
National Climate
Coalition36
Xcel Energy37

Mass
(but allow ratebased compliance)
Rate
(but allow massbased compliance)
No Preference
Rate
(but allow massbased compliance)
No Preference
(but allow massbased compliance)

Rate
(but allow massbased compliance)
No Preference
(but allow massbased compliance)
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Carbon
Offsets



EMISSION GUIDELINES
Form of
Guideline:
Mass- or RateBased
Standard?
Attorneys General of
Neither
AK, AL, AZ, FL, GA,
(EPA lacks
KS, KY, MI, MT, ND,
authority to
NE, OH, OK, SC, SD,
establishing
WV & WI40
binding guidelines)
Attorneys General of
CA, CT, DC, DE, MA,
No Preference
ME, MD, NM, NY, OR,
41
RI, VT & WA
California Air
Mass
Resources Board42
Florida Public Service
No Preference
Commission43
Kansas Department
of Health &
No Preference
Environment44
Kentucky Energy &
Mass
Environment Cabinet45
Louisiana Department
of Environmental
No Preference
Quality46
Michigan Department
Mass
of Environmental
(but allow rateQuality47
based compliance)
Nebraska Power
No Preference
Association48
Nevada Department of
Conservation & Natural
No Preference
Resources49
North Carolina
Neither
Department of
(“work practices”
Environment & Natural in lieu of numerical
Resources50
standard)
Pennsylvania
Department of
Mass
Environmental
51
Protection
No Preference
(but any rate-based
Public Utilities
limit should be
Commission of Ohio52
long-term—e.g.,
30-day rolling
average)

Scope of
“Best System
of Emission
Reduction”:
Inside or Outside
Fence Line?

2020
Reduction
Target

Inside

Unspecified

Outside

COMPLIANCE OPTIONS

Emission
Trading
or
Averaging

Renewable
Generation*

DemandSide
Energy
Efficiency*

Unspecified







Outside

Unspecified







Inside

Unspecified

**





Inside

Unspecified

Outside

17% below
2005 levels







Inside

Unspecified







Unspecified

Unspecified







Inside

Unspecified







Outside

Unspecified







Inside

Unspecified

Inside

Unspecified







Inside

Unspecified

**
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Carbon
Offsets





EMISSION GUIDELINES

Regional Greenhouse
Gas Initiative53
Texas Commission
on Environmental
Quality & Public Utility
Commission of Texas54
West Virginia
Department of
Environmental
Protection55

COMPLIANCE OPTIONS

Form of
Guideline:
Mass- or RateBased
Standard?

Scope of
“Best System
of Emission
Reduction”:
Inside or Outside
Fence Line?

2020
Reduction
Target

Emission
Trading
or
Averaging

Renewable
Generation*

Rate
(but allow massbased compliance)

Outside

Unspecified





No Preference
(but allow massbased compliance)

Inside

Unspecified







Mass

Inside

Unspecified







DemandSide
Energy
Efficiency*

Carbon
Offsets

Blue = Corporation or Industry Coalition; Green = Environmental Organization; Orange = State Government Official or Agency.
*Note that any mass-based trading system will automatically “credit” use of renewables and improvements in energy efficiency to the extent that they
reduce aggregate demand for conventional, fossil fuel-fired electricity generation.
**Neither the Florida nor the Ohio proposal explicitly endorses trading. Both, however, note their support for a November 2013 resolution by the
National Association of Regulatory Utilities Commissioners, which states that EPA’s guidelines should “recognize and credit any and all existing State
emission reduction programs” for compliance purposes.56 The resolution approvingly notes that the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative—which permits trading—“is recognized as reducing emissions and provides a net consumer and economic benefit.”57

The Takeaways

T

he chart above necessarily simplifies stakeholder positions and obscures certain nuances. Taking a bird’s-eye
view of the debate, however, allows us to identify a handful of broad themes for EPA to keep in mind as it
finishes drafting its proposed emission guidelines. Our findings will also be useful for states to consider as
they evaluate and comment on EPA’s proposal and look toward the crafting of their implementation plans.

Embrace Broad, Market-Based Compliance Mechanisms
Almost all stakeholders agree that EPA should afford states wide latitude in complying with its emission guidelines,
and that compliance options should include emission trading or averaging, increased use of renewable energy, and
improved demand-side energy efficiency. (There is considerably less support for the use of carbon offsets with no
connection to electricity generation.58) The two proposals that decline to support flexible compliance mechanisms
maintain that EPA lacks authority to promulgate any kind of binding, numerical emission guidelines.59 In other
words, they are not so much opposed to the idea of compliance flexibility as they are to the idea of states having any
sort of compliance obligation in the first place.
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The near universal embrace of system-wide compliance mechanisms is unsurprising, given that each type of stakeholder has something to gain from flexibility. States that have already implemented cap-and-trade systems, renewable portfolio standards, or electricity demand management programs want to ensure that these efforts are credited
for Section 111(d) purposes.60 Higher-emitting, coal-dependent states, meanwhile, find investments in energy efficiency and renewables to be a far more palatable prospect than the widespread retrofitting of coal-fired plants with
carbon capture technology or the accelerated retirement of such plants in favor of lower-emitting gas-fired units.61
Industry, for its part, sees a more expansive universe of abatement options as a means of controlling compliance
costs.62 Finally, environmental groups believe that, by lowering the cost of abatement, flexibility will enable a greater
overall degree of emission reduction.63
That last justification—flexibility as a path to deeper emission cuts—is contentious, because some stakeholders
draw a distinction between supporting flexible mechanisms for purposes of compliance and supporting them for
purposes of standard-setting. A number of industry groups and states fully approve of EPA’s allowing states to adopt
flexible trading programs but balk at the idea of EPA presuming that states will adopt such schemes when it establishes emission guidelines. For example, the National Climate Coalition, an industry group, argues that “EPA does
not have clear legal authority to go beyond the [individual] source to define [the best system of emission reduction]
for purposes of its guidelines.”64 Yet the Coalition points to no statutory language or case law suggesting that EPA
lacks such discretion. Further, a majority of legal academics who have examined the issue have concluded that the
language of Section 111 “is broad enough to enable both EPA and states to incorporate compliance flexibility: using
their statutory discretion, those authorities can define many flexible approaches as the most efficient (and therefore
the “best”) systems for reducing emissions at the sector level.”65 Accordingly, Policy Integrity maintains that EPA can
and should consider market-based trading to be the “best system of emission reduction” when establishing its emission guidelines.
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Encourage Mass-Based Standards
The majority of proposals recommend that EPA allow states to establish and enforce mass-based emission caps in
lieu of rate-based performance standards.66 There is less agreement, however, as to whether EPA’s own emission
guidelines should be expressed in terms of mass. The Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC), for instance,
proposes that EPA calculate a rate-based benchmark for each state and then require states that wish to implement (or
continue operating) a mass-based cap-and-trade system to demonstrate equivalence with the rate-based standards.
67
In other words, a rate-based program serves as the default option under the NRDC proposal. Another prominent
proposal, from the Clean Air Task Force, suggests a hybrid approach whereby EPA would encourage states to adopt
a rate-based standard for their gas-fired units and a mass-based budget for their coal-fired fleets.68
The economics literature, however, shows that mass-based, cap-and-trade systems offer more efficient and predictable reductions than rate-based trading schemes.69 By placing a hard cap on a state’s total emissions, a mass-based
trading program effectively puts a price on each ton of carbon emitted by regulated sources. If the cap is set at the
point where the marginal abatement cost equals the social cost of carbon—that is, the point where the price of preventing an additional ton of emissions is equivalent to the harm that ton imposes on society—the electricity sector
will perform all abatement that is cost-benefit justified.
A rate-based trading program, by contrast, only raises the cost of some emissions—namely, those above the relevant
performance standard. Emissions below the performance standard remain implicitly subsidized. As a result, even if
the rate-based standard is set at the level that would prevail under an optimal cap, total emissions will end up inefficiently high. Put another way, to achieve an optimal reduction in its total emissions under a rate-based trading
scheme, a state will need to impose a stricter (read: costlier) emissions rate than would result from a properly calibrated mass-based scheme.
A mass-based program is also far easier to administer, particularly with respect to crediting energy efficiency efforts.
Successful energy efficiency projects decrease demand for electricity and, in turn, reduce aggregate emissions, but
they have no effect on the rate at which generators emit carbon. Thus, integrating efficiency efforts into a rate-based
program requires EPA and the states to make complex predictions about the degree to which a particular efficiency
investment will reduce electricity demand below the business-as-usual baseline.70 Similar administrative issues are
posed by renewable energy sources, which reduce demand for generation from conventional, fossil fuel-fired sources
but have no impact on emission rates from such conventional sources.
Finally, a rate-based system that permits trading is no less vulnerable to legal challenge than a mass-based trading program. As one legal commentator has noted, in either scenario EPA will be interpreting the “best system of emission
reduction” to entail activities undertaken outside the fence line of regulated sources.71 Further, nothing in the text of
Section 111 suggests a preference for a rate-based standard.
Given the above, Policy Integrity recommends that EPA provide a statewide emission budgets as the default standards in its emission guidelines. States will still, of course, have the freedom to adopt costlier rate-based systems (so
long as they demonstrate that they can achieve equivalent or greater levels of abatement).
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Optimize Reduction Targets
As a final observation, we note that only three proposals endorse a specific emission reduction target. Kentucky’s
submission suggests cutting plant emissions to 17% below 2005 levels by 2020, to mirror President Obama’s economy-wide goal. 72 As West Virginia rightly points out, however, EPA’s guidelines must be based on its assessment of
the “best system of emission reduction,” not an outside political determination.73
NRDC’s (21-31% below 2012 levels) and the Clean Air Task Force’s (27% below 2005 levels) 2020 targets are significantly more defensible, because they are derived from modeling of the reductions achievable using a specific slate
of abatement techniques. Yet, while both groups show that their targets are cost-benefit justified, neither claims to
have identified an optimal level of emission reduction that will maximize the net benefits of regulation under Section
111(d).
Policy Integrity recommends that EPA employ a full cost-benefit analysis to identify an optimal level of emission
reduction. As already discussed, an optimal emission budget will be set at the point where the marginal abatement
cost (based on reasonable projections of the cost of various reduction technologies and factoring in the availability of
flexible compliance mechanisms) is equal to the social cost of carbon (currently estimated by the federal government
at $37 per ton74). Using cost-benefit analysis to calibrate the emission guidelines will maximize their net benefits,
and such analysis is entirely consistent with Section 111’s instruction to take costs into account when identifying the
best system of emission reduction.75
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Conclusion

A

s this policy brief illustrates, stakeholders have already spilt much ink regarding Section 111(d) standards
for power plants. Yet the regulatory process is still in its infancy. Even under President Obama’s relatively
aggressive timeline, state implementation plans will not be complete for another two years. In the coming
months, Policy Integrity will explore additional topics of interest to states and other stakeholders, such as potential
conflicts between 111(d) implementation plans and state energy law. Meanwhile, in the calm before the inevitable
storm of controversy surrounding EPA’s June proposal, it is useful to recognize that stakeholders are in general
agreement on some fundamental issues—namely, that the Section 111(d) regulatory scheme should make room for
flexible trading mechanisms and mass-based emission caps.
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